John Johnson Collection: pre-1960 ephemera

Bookmarkers
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This section has not been catalogued or digitised

Extent: 10 boxes (numbered 1 – 4, 4*, 5 – 9)

Bookmarkers 1

Bookmarkers 2
Embossed and perforated: General, photographic, perforated

Bookmarkers 3
Plain and perforated sheets: Embroidered from separate patterns as published and sold

Bookmarkers 4
Silk woven: Bolland & Co. J. & J. Cash, W.H. Grant, Thomas Stevens (Stevengraphs), Welch & Lenton

Bookmarkers 4*
Silk woven: royal

Bookmarkers 5
Publicity and advertising (arranged by trade): Books, Book tokens

Bookmarkers 6
Publicity and advertising cont: Booksellers; China and porcelain; Cigarettes and tobacco; Crime prevention; Drinks, including tea, coffee, cocoa; Fabrics; Food; Foreign; Galleries, exhibitions, events

Bookmarkers 7
Publicity and advertising cont: Insurance companies; Journals; Libraries; Medical and Charities; Novelties; Oxford; Printing

Bookmarkers 8
Publicity and advertising cont: Railways and Shipping; RoSPA; Soap, dyers and cleaners; Theatre, television, cinema, radio; Transport; War savings; Writing materials; Misc

Bookmarkers 9
Misc: Fabric and Skin; Illuminated texts; Pat App’s Paramount Film Stars; Calendars and Almanacs; Religious, mottos and greetings

There are further bookmakers in the Collection, notably in the Advertising section.